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Abstract
Coronavirus (COVID-19) has adversely harmed the healthcare system and economy
throughout the world. COVID-19 has similar symptoms as other chest disorders such
as lung cancer (LC), pneumothorax, tuberculosis (TB), and pneumonia, which might
mislead the clinical professionals in detecting a new variant of flu called coronavirus.
This motivates us to design a model to classify multi-chest infections. A chest x-ray is the
most ubiquitous disease diagnosis process in medical practice. As a result, chest x-ray
examinations are the primary diagnostic tool for all of these chest infections. For the sake
of saving human lives, paramedics and researchers are working tirelessly to establish a
precise and reliable method for diagnosing the disease COVID-19 at an early stage.
However, COVID-19’s medical diagnosis is exceedingly idiosyncratic and varied. A
multi-classification method based on the deep learning (DL) model is developed and
tested in this work to automatically classify the COVID-19, LC, pneumothorax, TB, and
pneumonia from chest x-ray images. COVID-19 and other chest tract disorders are
diagnosed using a convolutional neural network (CNN) model called CDC Net that
incorporates residual network thoughts and dilated convolution. For this study, we used
this model in conjunction with publically available benchmark data to identify these
diseases. For the first time, a single deep learning model has been used to diagnose five
different chest ailments. In terms of classification accuracy, recall, precision, and f1-score,
we compared the proposed model to three CNN-based pre-trained models, such as Vgg-
19, ResNet-50, and inception v3. An AUC of 0.9953 was attained by the CDC Net when
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it came to identifying various chest diseases (with an accuracy of 99.39%, a recall of
98.13%, and a precision of 99.42%). Moreover, CNN-based pre-trained models Vgg-19,
ResNet-50, and inception v3 achieved accuracy in classifying multi-chest diseases are
95.61%, 96.15%, and 95.16%, respectively. Using chest x-rays, the proposed model was
found to be highly accurate in diagnosing chest diseases. Based on our testing data set, the
proposed model shows significant performance as compared to its competitor methods.
Statistical analyses of the datasets using McNemar’s, and ANOVA tests also showed the
robustness of the proposed model.
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1 Introduction

Several patients with unknown causes of pneumonia disease were reported at Wuhan city of
chine in early December 2019 [42, 60]. In the early stages of this pneumonia with an unknown
cause, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) has been observed in some patients. On the
other hand, only a small number of patients have shown signs of rapid increase in acute
respiratory distress (ARD) disorder and other concerning complications have also been noted.
[41]. The “Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention” (CCDC) identified a novel
coronavirus (nCoV) on January 7, 2020, from a throat swab sample taken from a patient in
Wuhan and was later named 2019-nCoV by “World Health Organization” (WHO) [100]. A
total of 284,992,606 coronavirus-infected cases, 5,440,570 death cases, and 252,735,264
recovered cases have been reported since December 31, 2021, around the world [101]. In this
challenging situation, the frontline experts initially used a real-time reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test for the detection of COVID-19 [91]. The reverse
transcription procedure is used to get the DNA of the infected person, which is then allocated
to PCR for strengthening DNA before being analyzed. Therefore, it can detect the coronavirus
because this virus only carries RNA patterns [17]. Due to higher demand, the COVID-19 tests
have delayed the result obtained using PCR kits. The outcomes produced by PCR kits are not
reliable because it also contains the false-negative (FN) outputs [8].

Globally, 7% of the populace is infected by pneumonia in a year and it may also cause
death [75]. Pneumonia is considered as being a lethal disease and has relentless results within a
diminutive time, due to the stream of fluid inside the lungs, which leads to drowning.
Pneumonia has an incendiary reaction in the portion of lung sacs known as alveoli due to
the bacteria, microbes, etc. [48]. As the microorganisms yield in the lung, white blood cells
start the process to take any action against the bacteria, and fungi and produce sores in the sacs.
Thus, the portion of the lung sacs gets replete with an infected fluid of pneumonia and causes a
problem with breathing, tussis, and pyrexia. If this perilous pneumonia infection is not dealt
with in the medicines at the earlier stages, it may cause the death of a person [6, 56].

The COVID-19 infected patients have the symptoms of fever, cough, loss of taste or smell,
sore throat, chest pain, and shortness of breath [41]. These symptoms are also most commonly
occurred in pneumonia, pneumothorax, LC, and TB-infected patients. Therefore, it is difficult
for doctors in detecting the COVID-19. The health experts and researchers are working
tirelessly in finding an effective solution for diagnosing the COVID-19. They choose the x-
ray imaging analysis for the identification of coronavirus [44]. Today, one of the most
economical and conventional clinical diagnostic methods is chest radiography (chest x-rays)
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[78]. Even in impoverished countries, modern digital radiography machines are easily afford-
able [53]. Hence, this practice is broadly used by health experts in their medical practices for
the detection and diagnosis of fatal diseases such as TB, pulmonary nodules, pneumonia, and
the initial stage of LC [104]. Chest x-rays contain an enormous quantity of information about a
patient’s health biography. Although, accurately identifying COVID-19 from the chest radio-
graph is always a foremost task for health experts. In chest x-rays, overlapped structures of the
tissue have greatly increased the complexity of the correct analysis. Therefore, detection of
COVID-19 is challenging for the human diagnostician when the amount of the dissimilarity
among the lesion and the adjacent tissues is very low, or the lesion partially covers the ribs.
Even for an experienced health expert, it is sometimes not simple to identify the COVID-19,
pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB from the chest x-rays. Therefore, the automated
diagnosis of these diseases from chest radiographs through artificial intelligence (AI), basically
in the subfield of deep learning models, might be able to solve this dilemma [52]. The reports
of deep learning and transfer learning approaches exceeding humans in diagnostic evaluation
have designed considerable elation. In AI, both methods i.e., deep learning present a frame-
work to exploit previously acquired knowledge to address new but relevant tasks much more
rapidly and effectively [59]. The major factor of the transfer learning process is their capability
to fine-tune based on pre-trained models. This feature makes them the dominant tool for the
classification of diseases from medical imaging.

Deep learning models have revolutionized the process of disease classification and opened
a new door for medical professionals [35, 36, 40, 85, 103]. Chest infections [43], Cancer cell
diagnosis [15], brain and breast tumor segmentation and identification [67], and gene analysis
[7, 73, 79, 80] have all improved dramatically as a result of medical systems working together
with CNN. The Chest Disease Classifier Network (CDC Net) is a novel multi-classification
model based on the CNN model that includes the combination of the residual network though
and dilated convolution has been developed for this study. The CDC_Net is applied to classify
the COVID-19 infected chest x-rays from the pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. The
objective of the study is to accurately detection of the COVID-19 and other chest-related
diseases i.e., pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB by using chest x-rays and to assist our
doctors in identifying the irregular or abnormal patterns that happened due to these diseases.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that presents the single CNN model for the
detection of a collection of chest diseases using x-rays images. We believe that our work also
reduces the burden on the doctor to employ various approaches for the detection of each chest
condition individually. In addition, the CDC_Net model is also compared with three well-
known pre-trained classifiers such as Vgg-19 [36, 85], ResNet-50 [98], and inception v3 [40]
in terms of accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPEC), F1-score, and area under
the receiver operating characteristic curves AU(ROC).

In summary, the main contributions of this study are stated as follows:

1. We design a novel end-to-end CNN model in combination with the residual network
thought and dilated convolution (CDC_Net) for the classification of COVID-19, pneu-
mothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB by using chest x-rays. Furthermore, depth comparison
has been done with state-of-the-art classifiers as well as three baseline classifiers such as
Vgg-19, ResNet-50 & Inception v3.

2. The CDC_Net has been trained and tested on a wide range of chest radiography datasets
for the categorization of COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, TB, and LC chest x-rays.
Radiopaedia.org [28], SIRM database [19], TCIA [27], Mendeley [2], Chest Radiographs
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of COVID-19 infected [62], NIH chest X-ray photos [70], GitHub source [18], and
Kaggle repository [68] were used to obtain the images of COVID-19 x-rays. About
20,000 chest x-rays and CT scans were gathered from [84] for use in compiling a lung
cancer database. The 12,000 x-rays in the Kaggle repository [72] were used to compile the
dataset on pneumothorax. Radiologists in North America (RSNA) [50] provided the
dataset of pneumonia x-rays. A total of 5216 x-ray images (3867 pneumonia and 1349
normal) are included in this dataset. A total of around 4200 chest x-rays, including 3500
normal images and 700 infected x-rays, were gathered from [95].

3. The CDC_Net efficiently solves the dilemma of low resolution, partial overlap in the
inflammatory portion of chest x-rays. We also demonstrate that chest radiography can
provide the different patterns of chest disease infection during the time of the
convolutional process and provide significant information, which helps to enhance the
classification accuracy.

4. The CDC_Net showed significant results in terms of accuracy (99.39%), recall (98.13%),
precision (99.42%), and F1-score (98.26%).

5. Using chest x-rays, we developed a new framework for detecting COVID-19-infected
patients.

This manuscript is structured as follows. State-of-the-art is discussed in section 2. In section 3,
the context of materials and methods is presented. Section 4 consists of extensive experimental
results and their discussion. The conclusion and future work of this study is described in
section 5.

2 State-of-the-art

One of the most essential tasks in deep learning is the classification of disorders of the
respiratory system using various medical imaging modalities, such as MRI, radiography, CT
scans, and sonography. X-rays have been used in numerous studies to detect COVID-19,
which saves time and effort for medical professionals [26, 31, 33]. It has been a challenging
area of the current study to identify COVID-19 at an early stage of the disease. Here are some
of the most important and appropriate papers on AI approaches for the identification of
COVID-19 pneumonia, pneumothorax, LC, and TB. In Table 1, current research on
COVID-19 is compared to research on other chest disorders.

The authors of the present work have recently developed a BDCNet model (based on CNN)
for the classification of COVID-19 contaminated chest radiographs [64]. COVID-19, PN, and
LC, three different types of lung illnesses, were all examined in this research utilizing one deep
learning model. This model was tested against the ResNet-50 [14], Vgg-16, Vgg-19 [29], and
inception v3 models in terms of performance measures. With an accuracy rate greater than
99.10%, the BDCNet model was found to be superior to other competing approaches. Using a
patch-based technique, Oh et al. [71] created a CNN model for a small number of datasets. In
order to get the desired result, the patching classifiers were asked to vote for the majority of
their peers. A total of 15,043 x-ray images were used in the study, comprising 6012 photos of
pneumonia, 180 images of infection with COVID-19, and 8851 photographs of healthy
subjects. Accuracy of 88.9%, the sensitivity of 84.9%, the f1-score of 84.4%, the precision
of 83.4%, and specificity of 96.4% were attained by the model. Based on three important
contributions, Zhang et al. [105] built an 18-layer of residual CNN model for chest-radiograph
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pictures, and their analysis was based on that. As part of their first phase, they used a CNN
model to identify the most prominent features, then worked on classification. To detect model
scores in the last stage, the anomaly module was used. There were a total of 1531 x-ray photos
used in their investigation, with 100 images showing good results for COVID-19 and the
remaining images showing signs of infection with pneumonia. For the detection of COVID-
19, they had a recall of 96% and a precision of 70.65%.

On two distinct datasets, Apostolopoulos et al. [4] employed a MobileNet-V2 and CNN
model. The first dataset contains 1427 photos, of which 224 images are COVID-19 positives,
700 images are bacterial infections, and the balance of the images is normal. A similar number
of COVID-19, pneumonia and normal pictures may be found in the second dataset. In
comparison with CNN, the MobileNet-V2 model had an improved accuracy of 96.78%, a
recall of 98.6%, and a specificity of 96%. Using a pre-trained model called Inception V3,
Tsiknakis et al. [94] suggested a new method for automatic detection of COVID-19. 572
instances of bacterial and viral illnesses were studied using this approach, together with 122
photos taken using COVID-19 and 150 photographs taken of healthy individuals. An accuracy
of 76% was achieved. The 381 chest x-ray pictures were fed into nine different pre-trained
models in the study [83]. COVID-19 was detected using these features extracted by the SVM
and ResNet-50 models. The ResNet-50 model demonstrates the highest accuracy and f1-score
of 95.33% and 95.3%, respectively, when it comes to obtaining features.

Table 1 Comparative study of literature related to COVID-19 detection and other chest-related diseases

Ref Datasets Objective Models Results

[1] COVID-19 and SARS images
[16],

Normal images [10, 45].

To identify the COVID-19 using
chest x-rays.

ResNet Accuracy=95.12%

[58] COVID-19 images [16],
Normal and Pneumonia

images [50].

To classify the COVID-19 x-rays
from the pneumonia-infected
x-rays.

GoogleNet Accuracy=80.56%

[74] COVID-19 images [16],
Normal and Pneumonia

images [51].

Using x-rays to automatically di-
agnose COVID-19 and pneu-
monia.

Xception +
ResNet50-
V2

Accuracy=91.40%

[71] COVID-19 images [16],
Normal and Pneumonia

images [46].

To diagnose pneumonia and
coronavirus infected images.

Patch based
CNN

Accuracy=88.90%

[105] COVID-19 images [16],
Normal images [97].

Classification of COVID-19 posi-
tive and healthy images.

18-layer
residual
CNN

Accuracy=72.31%

[4] COVID-19 images [16, 21],
Normal and Pneumonia

images [50]

Classification of COVID-19,
pneumonia, and healthy
images.

MobileNet-V2 Accuracy=96.78%

[94] COVID-19 images [16],
Normal and Pneumonia
images [50, 97].

To detect pneumonia, COVID-19,
and normal images.

Inception V3 Accuracy=76.0%

[83] COVID-19 images [16, 21],
Normal and Pneumonia

images [50].

To classify COVID-19,
pneumonia, and normal images
using chest x-rays.

Resnet50+
SVM

Accuracy=95.33%

[32] Normal and Pneumonia
images [97].

To detect pneumonia (normal,
bacterial, and viral) cases from
chest X-rays

CNN Accuracy =95.72%

[25] Normal and Pneumonia
images [50, 97].

To detect and evaluate pneumonia
(bacterial, viral, COVID-19 and
normal)

CNN Accuracy =94.84%
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For the detection of coronaviruses in x-ray images, Saha et al. [82] developed a new model
called EMCNet. To extract the feature from the chest x-rays, the EMCNet model uses a simple
CNN structure. An ensemble of machine learning (ML) classifiers was used to categorize the
COVID-19 infected photos after extracting the features using CNN. Greater classification
accuracy of 98.91% was attained by the EMCNet model. For the classification of COVID-19
images, they [61] created a model called CovXNet based on CNN. For automatic detection,
the CNN model was utilized to extract the feature and its depth-wise convolution phenomena.
Gradient-based discriminative localization and a slack method are included in the CovXNet
model for COVID-19 identification. X-ray images of pneumonia and healthy people were used
to develop this model. Among cases of normal and COVID-19, the model achieved a
classification accuracy of 97.4%, while creating a classification accuracy of 90.2% for all
other cases, such as pneumonia, including viral and bacterial infections. For the classification
of COVID-19 contaminated pictures, Horry et al. [39] used four well-known medical transfer
learning classifiers. A total of 60,798 photos were used to test the model, comprising 115
images with COVID-19 positive x-rays, 60,361 images with normal contrast, and 322 images
with pneumonia infection. Vgg-19 was able to correctly categorize 81.0% of the COVID-19
positive instances in all four transfer learning models.

Kermany et al., [50] evaluate the performance criterion of a pre-trained model, such as
Inception v3 to diagnose pneumonia from pediatric chest radiographs. The model achieved a
diagnostics accuracy of 92.8%; recall or true negative (TN) value was 93.2% and 90.1%,
respectively. Wang et al., [97] consider the consequence of localization approaches to identify
and locate the pneumonia infection in chest X-rays. Their method concludes the area under the
curve (AUC) of 63,3% for the classification of pneumonia. Rajpurkar et al. [76] applied a
proposed “121- layer of CNN and achieved the AUC of 0.768 in diagnosing pneumonia from
X-rays. Moreover, they also named their model “CheXNet” which was further evaluated and
validated on the publically available “ChestX-ray14” images dataset [69] having 112,120
frontal chest radiographs. Guan et al., [30] compute the consummation of two-branch CNN for
the classification of chest disease. Their model achieves an AUC of 0.776 on the open-access
‘ChestX-ray14’ dataset for detecting pneumonia. Diagnosis of diseases from radiographs
images was monitored in [66], and the segmentation process was applied to different body
organs by using chest X-ray imaging was performed in [38].

Wang et al. [99] observed the patterns of pneumonia disease related to the deadly
coronavirus (COVID-19), which infected the severe acute respiratory of humans, started in
Wuhan, China. The stats about ailing people with the COVID-19 pandemic are scarce and to
control the spread of this type of disease a large number of screenings are required. The
pathogenic laboratory was a good option at the time of the pandemic, but their testing process
was lengthy with false negative (FN) results generated [55]. Consequently, the screening of
this disease through different medical imaging such as CT scan, MRI, etc. using deep learning
methods was performed. The initial screening achieved an AUC of (89.5%) with a specificity
of 0.88 and a recall of 0.87. Ayan et al. [5] described that COVID-19 disease is an infection
with the initial symptoms of flu and fever and later it converts into pneumonia. In this research
article, they applied deep learning approaches to screen the patient’s chest X-ray with the hope
to bring precision and diagnosing confirmation of coronavirus or pneumonia patients.

Stephen et al. [88] applied the CNN model to classify pneumonia patients from a database
of chest X-ray images. CNN model was trained from scratch to extract the substantial and
dominant features from the chest x-rays and diagnose pneumonia. This model dealt with
medical imaging of a large number of pneumonia datasets and attains significant results. Other
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approaches rely solely on pre-trained and handcrafted methods to accomplish a notable
classification performance. Wang et al. [98] used a deep regression framework for automatic
screening of pneumonia and train the model with the information and multi-channel images to
simulate the clinical monitoring process. Firstly, they extract the visual features from multi-
mode of images and improve the ability to screen the pneumonia disease. Secondly, the
structure of chest scans has been analyzed by using RCNN, which can extract automatically
multiple image features from multi-channel image slices. The proposed model showed an
increase in diagnostic accuracy of 2.3% and sensitivity by 3.1% to the baseline model i.e.
RCNN(ResNet).

Janizek et al. [49] defined pneumonia as an infection and illness which happens in the
respiratory system and is caused by fungi, bacteria, and viruses. This kind of infection affects
the human lung’s air sacs with a load full of fluid. The common practice which is used to
diagnose pediatric pneumonia is using chest x-rays of patients. In this modern era, the
development of an automatic system to detect pneumonia and treat the disease is now possible.
The CNNmethod was widely used by researchers in detecting pediatric pneumonia and assists
the medical experts in early and possible treatment. The variant kind of CNN model based on
pre-trained layers such as LeNet, VGGNet, ResNet, and GoogleNet achieved tremendous
accuracy in diagnosing pneumonia from medical imaging. Dansana et al. [22] evaluate the pre-
trained convolutional networks such as VGG-19, Inception-v2, and decision tree (DT) on
COVID-19 infected chest X-rays and computed tomography (CT). They divulge that VGG-19
achieved 91% of diagnostics accuracy and out-class the other approaches in classifying
COVID-19 infected patients’ radiographs and CT scans. Chohan et al. [12] proposed a novel
deep learning framework for the detection of pneumonia disease for health experts. They
extracted dominant features from the chest X-rays by applying different types of pre-trained
neural networks and analyzed their classification accuracy. Afterward, they ensemble the
output layers of all pre-trained models and achieved the best diagnostics accuracy. Waheed
et al. [96] generate synthetic chest radiographs (CXR) in their study by evolving an “Auxiliary
Classifier Generative Adversarial Network” (ACGAN) based model named COVIDGAN.
Their models improve the accuracy of the CNN model in the detection of pediatric pneumonia
and are considered the more efficient and helpful model for radiologists.

3 Materials and methods

This section presents the results of an experiment that was carried out to determine the
classification accuracy of CDC_Net as well as three baseline transfer learning models, namely
Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and Inception-V3. The human respiratory system is susceptible to a wide
variety of diseases, some of which include pneumonia, LC, TB, and most recently, COVID-19
[25, 32]. X-rays are required for the diagnosis of disorders that affect the chest tract [90]. In
this study, we developed an automated CDC_Net model for the detection of chest tract
diseases. This system was trained and tested on a total of twelve different databases. The
collected x-ray datasets have a fixed image size of 299 × 299 pixels. 10-fold cross-validation
(CV) was used to divide the database x-rays into three categories: training, validation, and
testing. Images of normal, COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB were used to
train the CDC_Net model. With a batch size of 64, the experiment was run for up to 500
epochs. The CDC_Net achieved the required and appropriate training and validation accuracy
after completing all epochs. The multiclassification confusion matrix was used to evaluate and
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compare the classification performance of the CDC_Net model with three other transfer
learning classifiers. The proposed structure of the present study is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Dataset descriptions

The CDC_Net was trained and tested using twelve different chest disease databases that were
acquired from various sources. At first, we retrieve 660 COVID-19 chest x-rays from a
repository on GitHub that was established by Cohen et al. [16]. This archive contains x-ray
images that have been gathered from different hospitals as well as public sources. Although the
entire metadata information was not supplied, the age range of COVID-19-positive patients
was approximately 50 to 55 years old on average. After that, 1711 COVID-19 positive chest x-
rays were obtained from the SIRM database [19], the TCIA [27], radiopaedia.org [28],
Mendeley [2], Chest Radiographs of COVID-19 infected [62], as well as the GitHub source
[18]. Thus, a total of 2371 COVID-positive chest x-rays were employed in this investigation.
The normal person’s chest x-rays were acquired from two repositories such as NIH chest X-ray
pictures [70] and the Kaggle repository [68]. The LC dataset encompassing chest x-rays and
CT scan images was taken from [84], including roughly 20,000 chest x-rays and CT scans. On
the other hand, the CT scans of patients with LC were not taken into consideration for this
investigation. The pneumothorax dataset was taken from the Kaggle repository [72], which
consists of 12,000 x-rays. The RSNA [50] was the source from which the dataset of x-rays of
pneumonia was obtained. This dataset includes a total of 5216 x-ray images, including 3867
pneumonia-related images and 1349 normal x-rays. The dataset of TB x-rays was obtained
from [95], and it contains approximately 4200 chest x-rays, of which 3500 are considered

Fig. 1 The proposed framework for diagnosing multiple chest infections was used in this study
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normal and 700 are TB infected. Figure 2, represents the instances of the normal, COVID-19,
pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB.

The k-fold cross-validation technique is used in applied ML to measure the model’s ability
to predict data that was not utilized in the model’s training [77]. In this study, 10-fold cross-
validation is used for the CDC_Net model. Thus, 90% of the data was utilized for training, and
10% was used to test the classifiers. Finally, we calculated the average metrics for 10-fold
techniques. The total statistics for the division of all datasets are presented in Table 2.

3.2 Data preprocessing, augmentation, and normalization

The dimensions of the chest x-rays images varied between 1350 to 2800 pixels in width and
690 to 1340 pixels in height. For consistency, we resized the images to the fixed 299 × 299
resolutions. It is observed that (see Table 2) the training and validation images of COVID-19
are comparatively less than other chest diseases. Thus, we used Synthetic Minority
Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [11] on COVID-19, pneumonia, LC, TB, and normal
chest x-rays to increase the number of images at the time of training which addresses the
overfitting dilemma [57]. SMOTE generates synthetic data using a k-nearest neighbor tech-
nique. SMOTE begins by selecting random data from the minority class, i.e. COVID-19,
pneumonia, LC, TB, and normal chest x-rays, and then determining the data. There are
different data normalization [87] techniques available to normalize the data. For this study,

Fig. 2 Sample images of multi-chest diseases such as COVID-19, pneumonia, pneumothorax, LC, and TB
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the pixel normalization techniques were used to normalize the data for the proper training of
the CDC_Net. Now, the datasets are ready to be fed into the CDC_Net model for the training.

3.3 Transfer learning image classifiers

For the clinical task of categorizing COVID-19 and chest disorders, this section offers the most
recent pre-trained classifiers. ImageNet (ILSVR) database [98] was utilized to train a pre-
trained Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) architecture. To train and evaluate
picture classification algorithms, this database contains thousands of diverse objects. As a
general open-source platform for chest illness diagnostics and other research applications [51,
63, 88], VGG-16 and VGG-19 [49] have been developed specifically for this purpose.
Sigmoid functions were used to replace the final three layers of VGG-16 architecture, allowing
the model to diagnose sickness. The VGG-19 is also a lot deeper than the VGG-16, too. As
compared to VGG-16, the training parameters in VGG-19 are far more extensive and
expensive to implement. To achieve strong convergence tendencies, He et al. [37] devised
the Residual Neural Network (ResNet) model using skip connections to move over some
layers of the network. ResNet-50 is the name given to the improved version of ResNet.
ResNet’s architecture is similar to that of the VGGNet, although it is approximately eight (8)
times deeper [92]. The classification of medical images is mostly accomplished using a CNN-
based inception model. They were chosen because they have been thoroughly tested [81, 89],
reviewed, and recognized as state-of-the-art classifiers for medical picture classification tasks
[85]. Aside from the final and completely linked layers, the weights of these models were
randomly initialized after pre-training on an extensive ImageNet database. These models were
pre-trained with initial weights based on previously trained ImageNet data, which allowed us
to unlock the last layer so that the weights of these models could be modified as we progressed
through the training process.

3.4 Proposed CDC_Net model

When evaluating the proposed model’s architecture, it is necessary to comprehend the chest x-
ray patterns of COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and tubercular infection. Texture,
shape, and spatial interactions between pixels are distinctive sequences in various disorders.
Researchers typically use the local texture feature to identify the infected area of the radio-
graphs because they altered the texture of the lung. A simple visual notion, however many
studies do not define the texture of COVID-19 and other chest disorders [86, 89]. The
grayscale image of a radiograph displays the image’s texture and distributes the image’s pixel
values based on the image’s neighboring pixel values [54]. Texture can be viewed here as a set
of repeating values of the local area that is present across all the x-rays being produced. The
feature extractors in CNN are the kernel parameters. The input of each neuron is connected to

Table 2 Splitting of the dataset for training, testing, and validation

Data Splitting COVID-19 Pneumothorax Pneumonia Lung Cancer Tuberculosis Normal Total

Training 1670 8400 2707 3500 2940 2065 21,282
Validation 467 2400 773 1000 840 589 6069
Testing 234 1200 387 500 420 295 3036
Total 2371 12,000 3867 5000 4200 2949 30,387
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the preceding levels in a stack in the CNN architecture to extract local information. By fine-
tuning the convolutional layers of the CNN, we can get better results in finding effective
texture patterns. The texture of radiographs, on the other hand, appears to lack some basic
features. Therefore, selecting merely textures will not provide you with all the image’s
information. Increasing the depth of the model reduces the resolution of the feature map.
Figure 3 depicts the design of our proposed model, which incorporates residual networks and
dilated convolution by the designs stated above. Differences between expected and actual
values are calculated using the residual network in statistical mathematics. Our CDC Net
model is fed these tiny changes by using deep residual thinking to remove the identical parts of
the radiographs. Large-resolution images necessitate both more sophisticated computations per
layer and a significant increase in memory consumption [57]. Because of this, the model’s
input has been limited to 299 × 299 pixel-resolution radiographs, which have been
convolutionally layered. Filter sizes of 3 × 3 were then used for the convolutional layer.
Using the ReLU function, we can observe non-linear activation and use a kernel size of less
than or equal to 5 × 5 and 7 × 7. We believe that the size of each neuron is smaller compared
to the receptive portion of the input radiographs used for fetching the local texture character-
istics associated with the intended outputs.

In the present study, the authors have presented the dilated convolutional layers, with the
belief that the resolution size of the original chest x-rays is constant, which reduces the chance
of resolution loss. The rule of dilated convolution network is illustrated in Fig. 4. Dilated
convolution appears to limit the ability of the kernel to grow as the receptive field expands.
This method will help keep feature map resolution at a reasonable level. The non-linear
activation function input value was positioned in the sensitive region of the input by adding
batch normalization layers after the convolution layer. The problem of gradient disappearances
caused by increasing the number of training steps will be less of a concern. The final
convolutional layer is coupled to a global average pooling layer that measures the average
value of the feature map. Two fully linked networks are used to feed the feature map of the
final convolutional layer (FCN). In the first dense layer, there are 512 nodes of hidden neurons,
while the second comprises six dense layers that are utilized to classify the x-ray into one of the

Fig. 3 Proposed CDC_Net model used for classifying multiple chest infections
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chest disorders, such as a COVID-19, LC, TB, normal, pneumothorax, and pneumonia. To
avoid overfitting, the model’s learning rate is set to 0.5. Complex tasks can be better
understood by looking at the model’s activation function. The convolutional layers were
triggered using the ReLU function. The sigmoid function is used to classify diseases in the
final layer of FCN’s dense layer, which incorporates ReLU. In the classification process,
the accuracy and dependability of the model can be certain only when a large amount of
training and test data of similar feature patterns are available, which means that model
requires a training process each time the image data is modified. Even in clinical applica-
tions, previously marked illnesses dataset samples may be erroneous or vary with the
distribution of fresh test data for reasons. Due to patient privacy concerns, it is difficult
to obtain a substantial number of medical images dataset. Researchers are turning to
transfer learning (pre-trained) algorithms to solve this issue. Loss function explanation
and backpropagation method selection are the most important aspects of CNN training.
Cross-entropy loss (CELF) was reduced using the Adam optimizer [87] in this work. This is
used to update the CNN weight at the time of training. Unlike, stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), this optimizer performs independently for different values by estimating the first
and second moment of the gradient. The value measured by CELF demonstrates the
difference between the actual and the predicted results. Moreover, the magnitude shows
the proximity of their probability distribution. The entire number of trainable parameters
(TPs) is 49,66,118, while the total number of non-trainable parameters (NTPs) is 161. The
TPs are the parameters that vary during training and are necessary for training to achieve the
optimal value of these parameters, whereas NTPs are the parameters that do not change
during training and are not necessary for training to achieve the optimal value of these
parameters. As a result, NTPs will have no impact on classification. Table 3 discusses the
CDC_Net model’s layer and provides a full description.

Fig. 4 Different dilated values corresponding (from left to right): the dilated value of 1 with a 3 × 3
convolutional kernel, which is like the normal convolution process. Dilated value of 2 with 3 × 3 convolutional
kernel contains the receptive field of 5 × 5 convolution process and contains the receptive field of 7 × 7 with a
dilated value of 4
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3.5 Performance evaluation

For the present study, we solved the multi-classification chest disease problem i.e., Normal,
COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. A confusion matrix was then created to
compare the performance of CDC_Net, Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and Inception-v3 classifiers.
Accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN) (sometimes called recall), specificity (SPEC), f1-score,
and AUC were used to evaluate the proposed model’s classification performance in indepen-
dent testing data. The ACC, SEN, SPEC, and f1-score values of the following eqs. (1), (2), (3),
and (4) are each represented by the following equations:

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN
TP þ TN þ FPþ FN

ð1Þ

Sensitivity ¼ TP
TP þ FN

ð2Þ

Table 3 CDC_Net Model Summary

No. of Layers Layers Shape Parameters

0 chest_input_1 (InputImage) (299, 299, 3) 0
1 block1_conv1 (Conv2D) (297, 297, 64) 1882
2 block1_conv1 (Conv2D) (295, 295, 64) 37,828
3 block1_pool1 (MaxPooling2D) (147, 147, 64) 0
4 dropout_1 (Dropout) (147, 147, 64) 0
5 block2_conv2 (Conv2D) (145, 145, 128) 74,956
6 block2_conv2 (Conv2D) (143, 143, 128) 158,584
7 block2_pool2 (MaxPooling2D) (71, 71, 128) 0
8 dropout_2 (Dropout) (71, 71, 128) 0
9 block3_conv3 (Conv2D) (69, 69, 256) 306,278
10 block3_conv3 (Conv2D) (67, 67, 256) 600,080
11 block3_pool3 (MaxPooling2D) (33, 33, 256) 0
12 dropout_3 (Dropout) (33, 33, 256) 0
13 block4_conv4 (Conv2D) (31, 31, 512) 1,191,160
14 block4_conv4 (Conv2D) (29, 29, 512) 2,359,809
15 block4_conv4 (Conv2D) (27, 27, 512) 2,469,809
16 block4_pool4 (MaxPooling2D) (13, 13, 512) 0
17 dropout_4 (Dropout) (13, 13, 512) 0
18 reshape_layer (ReshapeLayer) (13,13,32) 9349
19 residual_layer1 (Conv2D) (11, 11, 128) 9349
20 residual_layer2 (Conv2D) (9, 9, 128) 9549
21 dilated_conv1 (Conv2D) (7, 7, 256) 18,496
22 dilated_conv2 (Conv2D) (5, 5, 128) 20,596
23 dilated_conv2 (BatchNormalization) (5, 5, 128) 22,846
24 dilated_pool5 (MaxPooling2D) (2,2128) 0
25 dropout_5 (Dropout) (2,2128) 0
26 flatten_1 (Flatten) 64 0
27 dense_1 (Dense) 512 34,390
28 dropout_6 (Dropout) 512 0
29 dense_2 (Dense) 6 1127
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Specificity ¼ TN
TN þ FP

ð3Þ

F1−Score ¼ 2*
specficity*sensitivity
specficityþ sensitivity

� �
ð4Þ

4 Experimental results and discussions

Chest x-rays are used in the CDC_Net model to diagnose disorders of the chest such as
COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. By modifying the CDC_Net model’s
hyperparameters (epoch, batch size, and learning rate), grid search was utilized to fine-tune the
model’s performance. The CDC Net model was trained with a batch size of 64 and epochs up
to 500 for testing. The “stochastic gradient descent” (SGD) optimizer was used to set the
starting learning rate of CDC_Net and all three transfer learning classifiers to 0.05. When
training didn’t make any progress after 20 epochs, we lowered the learning rate parameter by
0.1. The reason behind this is to prevent the CDC_Net and other three models i.e., Vgg-19,
ResNet-50, and Inception-v3 from overfitting [3]. The ACC, SEN, SPEC, f1-score, confusion
matrix and AUC of the CDC Net for each class label were examined.

4.1 Experimental process

Three transfer learning classifiers and the CDC Net model were implemented using Keras. In
addition, Python is used to program the methodologies that aren’t immediately related to
convolutional networks. On a Linux operating system with an 11 GB NVIDIA GPU and
32 GB of RAM, the experiment was carried out.

4.2 Visualization of test outputs

Here, we visualize the performance of the CDC_Net model to make the classification process
clearer. Figure 5 illustrates the visualization of a first convolutional layer with the partial output
of the feature map. It is observed that the convolutional layer can detect the edges of the chest
radiographs and other methods apprehend the basic edge modes.

In addition, we utilized the Grad-CAM [63] heatmap approach to provide a graphical
representation of the results that were generated by the CDC_Net model. The heatmap’s
primary objective is to draw attention to the significant part of the chest x-rays that the model
focuses on emphasizing. A representation of the heatmap produced by using the proposed
model is shown in Fig. 6. In addition, the section of the lungs that are affected is represented by
the black dotted line.

4.3 Results analysis

A 10-fold CV technique was used to analyze the complete dataset on CDC Net and three
baseline models – Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and inception v3 classifiers. The CNN model was run
up to 500 epochs. The maximum training accuracy was 99.01%, while the validation accuracy
was 98.93%. These values showed that the CDC_Net model trained well and could correctly
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classify the chest diseases versus normal cases. The training loss was 0.0051 and the validation
loss was 0.065. As shown in Fig. 7, the 10-fold CV approaches accurately trained and
validated the classifiers CDC_Net, Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and inception v3.

Several metrics were used to evaluate the model’s ability to accurately diagnose COVID-19 and
other chest disorders. Figure 8 describes the confusionmatrix for the proposed CDC_Netmodel and
three transfer learning classifiers. In the independent test set, therewere 295 normal, 234COVID-19,
1200 pneumothorax, 387 pneumonia, 500 LC, and 420 TB x-ray images. In the confusion matrix,
actual cases were placed along rows, and predicted cases were placed along with columns. For the
CDC_Net, among 234 COVID-19 x-rays, the model detected 232 x-rays and misclassified 2 x-rays
images as pneumothorax and pneumonia. In pneumothorax, the CDC_Net model correctly detected
1190 images and misclassified 10 images as COVID-19, pneumonia, LC, and TB. In addition, this
model also accurately classified the 386 images, 497 images, and 418 images of pneumonia, LC,
and TB, respectively. For Vgg-19 (where pre-trained weights were used to train the model), the
model detected 210 cases andmisclassified 24 cases as normal, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and

Fig. 5 Proposed method partial visualization of feature maps. a Feature maps extracted from the initial block, b
Feature maps extracted from the second block, c Added layer of the first bottleneck designed module d Last
added layer
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TB among 234 COVID-19 images. Moreover Vgg-19 also accurately detected the exact class label
of pneumothorax having 1165 images, 370 images of pneumonia, 480 images of LC, and 407
images of TB. ResNet-50 predicted the exact class label of 227COVID-19 cases andmisclassified 7
cases as normal, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. This model also accurately classifies the
1185 images of pneumothorax, 379 pneumonia images, 490 LC images, and 410 TB images. For
inception v3, among 234 COVID-19 images, the model detected 203 cases and misclassified 31
cases as normal, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. Among 295 normal cases, the model
detected 280 cases and misclassified 15 cases as COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and
TB. Furthermore, 1160 pneumothorax, 366 pneumonia, 473 LC, and 400 TB cases were also
correctly classified by inception v3.

Table 4 displays the classifiers’ ACC, SEN, SEN, and f1-score assessment matrices for all
chest classes. As shown in this table, the CDC_Net achieved 99.42% precision, 98.13% recall,
99.39% accuracy, and 98.26% f1-score for automatic diagnosis of COVID-19 and other chest
diseases. For the vgg-19 model, the accuracy was 95.61%, the recall was 95.42%, precision

Fig. 6 Heatmap of all five chest diseases
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was 96.41%, and f1-score was 95.47%. For the ResNet-50 model, the accuracy was 96.15%,
the recall was 96.19%, precision was 96.91%, and f1-score was 96.18%. Finally, inception v3
achieved 95.16% accuracy, 95.01% recall, 95.15% precision, and 95.19% f1-score.

Fig. 7 10-fold cross-validation performance analysis of the CDC_Net; Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and Inception-v3

Fig. 8 Confusion matrix (a) CDC_Net; (b) Vgg-19, (c) ResNet-50, and (d) Inception-v3
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A comparison of the three transfer learning classifiers (inception v3, Vgg-19, and ResNet-
50) shows that the CDC Net model outperformed them all. Transfer learning classifiers are
deep networks, and the spatial resolution of the feature map for their final Conv layer outcomes
has been significantly reduced, resulting in poor classification accuracy. These transfer
learning classifiers’ filter size is not suited for such issues, and crucial properties such as the
neuron’s receptive fields were not taken into account when developing the large input. There
are no more concerns with low resolution and overlap in COVID-19 x-rays due to this
CDC_Net model. This approach reduces the impact of structured noise and improves classi-
fication performance by using a suitable filter size and a faster convergence time. The model is
considered to be suitable and effective if it attained the highest value of AU (ROC). The ROC
of the model is calculated by using TP and FP values. Figure 9 shows the AU(ROC) of the
CDC_Net and the other three transfer learning classifier. The CDC_Net model achieved an
AU(ROC) of 0.9953. For Vgg-19, Resnet-50 and inception-v3 the AU(ROC) were 0.9598,
0.9907, and 0.9305, respectively. The results of AU(ROC) divulge that the CDC_Net model
outperforms the other three transfer learning classifiers. We believe that the CDC_Net model
would be helpful for medical experts in detecting the COVID-19 positive cases from chest x-
rays.

4.4 Statistical analysis

McNemar’s statistical test [23] and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test [20] were used to
evaluate the CDC_Net model’s viability, comparing it to the base classifiers, whose probabil-
ity scores were utilized to decide the construction of the proposed model. Table 5 shows the
results of McNemar’s and ANOVA tests on the multi-chest disease x-ray dataset used in this
study. There must be a lower p value (i.e., 0.05) in both McNemar’s and ANOVA tests to
reject the null hypothesis. Table 5 shows that the p values are less than 0.05 in all dataset
examples. Both statistical tests showed that the null hypothesis was rejected. This shows that
the CDC_Net model incorporates additional information from the base classifiers and that its
predictions are superior, ensuring that this model is statistically unique from the other
contributing models.

4.5 Discussions

X-rays of the chest are typically performed to diagnose multiple chest conditions at once. It
produces a detailed view of a specific region, which enables us to diagnose chest problems as
well as inside infections utilizing those images. When compared to the more modern technol-
ogy of RT-PCR, the procedure of classifying patients with COVID-19, pneumothorax,
pneumonia, LC, and TB infection using chest x-rays is quick, reliable, and efficient. However,

Table 4 Performance comparison of the proposed model with pre-trained models

Sr.# Models ACC (%) SEN (%) Precision (%) F1 score (%)

1 Vgg-19 95.61 95.42 96.41 95.47
2 ResNet-50 96.15 96.19 96.91 96.18
3 Inception v3 95.16 95.01 95.15 95.19
4 CDC_Net 99.39 98.13 99.42 98.26
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the number of people who have tested positive for COVID-19 is increasing daily; therefore, an
automatic detection approach was required to discover this new flu virus at an earlier stage.
Chest x-rays can be analyzed with the use of artificial intelligence (AI), which enables us to
automatically diagnose cases of COVID-19 as well as other chest disorders. As a result, we
built a CNN-based model named CDC_Net that accurately detects x-ray images of COVID-
19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB. This model can assist medical professionals in
initiating the treatment process for COVID-19 infected persons at an earlier stage. The
experimental work that was performed above demonstrates that the CDC_Net model is
significantly and effectively trained on COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and TB
infection appearing on the lungs and that it correctly classifies these infected cases through x-

Table 5 Results of McNemar’s test and ANOVA test of the CDC_Net model

Statistical Analysis P Value

McNemar’s test 0.0230
ANOVA test 0.0021

Fig. 9 ROC curves of (a) CDC_Net, (b) Vgg-19, (c) Resnet, (d) Inception-v3
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rays. The CDC_Net has achieved outstanding classification accuracy in detecting chest-related
diseases using x-ray images, having an accuracy of 99.39% when compared to the classifica-
tion performance of three CNN-based pre-trained classifiers. On datasets with a fixed size of
299 × 299 × 3 image resolutions, the CDC Net, Vgg-19, Resnet-50, and Inception-v3 neural
networks were trained. In addition to this, the cross-entropy loss method was utilized when it
came to the training of the CDC Net model. Table 4 displays a comparison of the classification
performance of the CDC_Net model and the other three pre-trained classifiers that were
evaluated for this work in terms of a variety of parameters, including accuracy, precision,
recall, and f1-score. It has been observed that the CDC_Net model has accomplished a
remarkable level of performance, achieving the best levels of accuracy (99.39%), precision
(99.42%), and f1-score (98.26%), recall (98.13%), and AUC (0.9953). With pre-trained
weights, the categorization performance of the other three models has slightly deteriorated.
The AUC score for ResNet-50 was 0.9907, which was higher than the AUC scores of Vgg-19
and Inception-v3, which were 0.9598 and 0.9305, respectively. In comparison to all other
methods, inception-v3 yields the lowest less AUC score of 0.9583, the accuracy of 95.16%,
recall of 95.01%, f1-score of 95.19%, and precision of 95.15%. Pre-trained CNN models did
not have an impact on the overall binary classification problems. In contrast to this, these
models are more suited for recognizing several disease kinds [3] or for more complex
problems, such as segmentation. Additionally, most of the researchers [3, 9, 13, 20, 23, 24,
34, 47, 65, 86, 89, 102] believe that when the number of CNN layers rises for a given binary
classification task, these classifiers did not work appropriately.

The classification accuracy of the CDC_Net model is compared with the state-of-the-art
classifiers. The analysis of experimental outcomes with recent state-of-the-art methods shows
that the CDC_Net model of detecting the COVID-19, pneumothorax, pneumonia, LC, and
TB-infected x-rays has added considerable output in assisting the clinical expert. Jain et al.
[47] proposed an Xception model and achieved a classification accuracy of 97.97% in
identifying COVID-19 infected patients. Saha et al. [82] designed a novel CNN model which
is ensembled with different ML classifiers in classifying the COVID-19 radiograph images.
They achieved an accuracy of 98.91%. Apostolopoulos et al. [4] developed a MobileNet-V2
model for classifying COVID-19, and pneumonia including viral and bacterial, and normal
images. Their proposed model achieved an accuracy of 96.78%. Tsiknakis et al. [94] proposed
a CNN-based Inception-V3 model for classifying multi-chest diseases. They achieved an
accuracy of 76.0%. The work presented by Zhang et al. [105], achieved the classification
performance of the CNN model on multi-chest diseases using chest radiographs in terms of
accuracy was 72.77%. A CNN model called “dense connection network with parallel attention
module” (PAM-DenseNet) was constructed for the identification of COVID-19 in lung images
by Xiao et al. [102]. This model has achieved a recall of 95.74%, a specificity of 96.77%, an
accuracy of 94.29%, and a precision of 93.75%. When using chest x-rays to detect COVID-19,
pneumonia, and normal patients, Chowdhury et al. [13] developed the CNN-based
EfficientNet model known as ECOVNet. The ECOVNet model has a detection accuracy of
chest illnesses of 96.07%. The authors of the study [65] have designed an automated system to
classify multi-chest diseases using EfficientNet, and they achieved an average accuracy of
96.70%. For the diagnosis of COVID-19, Canayaz [9] proposed a novel hybrid technique
based on CBAM and EfficientNet. 99%of COVID-19 contaminated images are correctly
predicted by their model. Using MobileNet, Trivedi and Gupta [93] developed a lightweight
deep learning algorithm that can automatically diagnose pediatric pneumonia based on chest x-
rays. They were able to accurately diagnose 97% of the time.
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Table 4 shows that CDC_Net is more capable of identifying abnormalities and extracting
the dominant and discriminative patterns in x-ray imaging samples, with the greatest accuracy
result of 99.39%. There are three more CNN-based pre-trained classifiers whose results are
also discussed in Table 4, and we provide a comprehensive explanation for why prior arts
show less classification performance by investigating the nature of COVID-19, pneumonia,
pneumothorax, and TB-infected chest x-rays and LC. As a first step, the deep networks of the
CNN-based pre-trained classifiers have been reduced to their final convolutional (Conv)
layers, which limits their classification performance. These pre-trained classifiers also have a
filter size that is unsuitable because the neurons connected to the input are so vast that the
major elements are ignored completely. These issues can be resolved using the CDC_Net
model. To diagnose several chest ailments utilizing x-ray images, we developed an end-to-end
CNN-based model in conjunction with the residual network thought and dilated convolution
values. In the inflammatory portion of chest x-rays, the CDC_Net model has solved the
problem of low resolution and overlapping. This model greatly reduces the detrimental impact
of structured noise and further enhances classification performance while accelerating conver-
gence. The CDC_Net model has a filter size of 3 × 3 as well. COVID-19, pneumothorax, LC,
PNEU, and TB were all successfully classified using the CDC_Net approach using x-rays, and
the results show that this method has provided great assistance to medical professionals.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the proposed CDC_Net model efficiently classifies the COVID-19, pneumotho-
rax, pneumonia, LC, and TB using chest x-rays. As a demonstration of the viability of our
approach, we compared the classification accuracy of the CDC_Net model with three transfer
learning models i.e., Vgg-19, ResNet-50, and Inception-v3. The proposed model was success-
ful in distinguishing the COVID-19 from other chest-related disorders with a rate of accuracy
of 99.39%. These findings demonstrate that the CDC Net model may be able to provide
automated viewing and detection of chest ailments by monitoring the lung’s opaqueness from
chest x-rays with a high accuracy rate and repeatability. These repercussions are primarily
significant to other medical professionals who rely mainly on subjective medical imaging-
based diagnostic characteristics. They have the potential to revolutionize the diagnostic process
that radiologic technologists use to identify these diseases from chest x-rays soon. In future
work, COVID-19 additional diagnostic values will be compared to standard morphological
aspects by the deep learning architecture, and CNN-based algorithms will be evaluated for
their performance in other chest-related cases. AI integration into radiology systems could be a
valuable tool to advise at the point of care and improve COVID-19 diagnosis from chest x-ray
quality, usability, and cost worldwide.
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